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Yamana Gold, Inc. (AUY)
September 7, 2012
Eric Gomach

International Basic Materials

Yamana Gold, Inc. (NYSE: AUY) is a Canadian based gold producer engaged in mining, exploration and
processing precious metals throughout its underground and open pit mining operations. Through its
operations, AUY produces gold, silver, copper and other precious metal by-products. AUY is the largest
of the mid-tier gold producers as measured by market capitalization, $12.8Bn. The company has posted
YoY increases in revenue for the past five years, including 2011 revenue of $2.2Bn, a 29% YoY increase.
AUY recently closed its acquisition of Extorre Gold Mines exploration projects, adding to the company’s
high grade mineral resources. AUY’s operations currently consist of eight mineral producing mines and
six development projects across the jurisdictional friendly zones of Chile, Brazil, Argentina and Mexico.
Price ($): (8/31/12)
PriceTarget ($):
52 WK H-L ($):
Market Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

17.13
21.39
18.16-12.35
12,869
748.4
0.68%
5,725
0.065
1.20%

Beta vs SPADR:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity:
ROA:
ROE:

0.61
6.55%
8.83%
12.97%
10.04%
5.20%
7.57%

FY:
Revenue (Mil)
% Year Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2011A
2012E
2013E
2,173
2,416
2,778
28.84% 11.16% 15.00%
50.61% 51.04% 53.00%
42.09% 40.32% 44.50%
$0.74
$0.89
$1.11
$0.54
$0.16
$0.67
20.60
24.15
19.20
9.80
11.22
8.88

Recommendation
As global market uncertainty remains high, hard assets such as gold have become a safe-haven among
investors. Those investors looking to hedge their portfolio through gold may elect to buy the hard asset,
or seek exposure through gold mining equities. Compared to its mid-tier producing peers, AUY had the
highest gold equivalent ounce (GEO) production in 2011 (1,102k oz. vs. its peer average 732k oz). The
company is also one of the industry’s lowest cost producers with cash costs below $250/GEO, equating to
a 2011 58.15% EBITDA margin vs. its peer average of 47.9%. AUY has been able to maintain its low
cost through existing mine expansion and exploration in geological zones comparable to existing
operations. AUY’s 2011 proven and probable mineral reserves, and measured and indicated reserves in
GEO equaled, 18.6m and 13.7m, respectively. Following the completion of the Ernesto and C1 Santa
Luz mines in late 2012, Pilar in mid 2013 and continuing development of current mines, 2011A
production of 1.1m GEO is estimated to increase to 1.75m GEO by 2014. On August 21, 2012, AUY
completed its acquisition of Extorre Gold Mines for $4.26/share, comprised of $3.50 in cash and 0.0467
of a share of AUY for each Extorre share acquired, resulting in less than 1% AUY shareholder dilution
(approximate total deal value of $374m, net cash). The acquired property currently boasts 1,360k proven
and probable reserves with a targeted start up production date in 2015. As a hedge against economic
uncertainty and inflation, AUY provides an income-yielding alternative to the underlying hard asset and
is recommended as an addition to the AIM International Equity Portfolio with a price target of $21.39,
offering a 24% upside from its current price. Additionally, the company offers a 1.20% dividend yield.
Investment Thesis
 Inflation Hedge: Throughout history, gold has retained its status as a monetary asset. With
central banks across the globe flooding the markets with cheap paper to fund expenditure
programs, devaluing of currencies has occurred, often leading to rampant inflation in the future.
Despite the continuation of government deficit spending sprees, the value of gold, unlike its paper
currency counterparts, cannot be debased. Additionally, the gold mining market will remain
protected against a commodity driven inflation cycle. Gold miners will be able to push their
higher extraction costs onto the consumers.
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Dividends are Golden: Investors seeking to preserve their wealth during the current global
downturn have a variety of gold asset classes to invest in. While gold only provides returns
through price appreciation, gold miners offer both share price upside, and current yield through
dividends. AUY’s current quarterly dividend of $0.07 per share is expected to grow or be
maintained as the company’s free cash flows continue to increase.
Continuing Demand: Demand in the gold market stems from three sources: jewelry (55%, 5year average), investment (33%) and technology (12%). While the financial crisis of 2007-2009
curtailed consumer demand for gold across much of the globe, consumers in countries such as
India and China have reignited demand. Desire for gold jewelry is physiological in nature, with
demand increasing as the price of the commodity rises. Furthermore, first half-2012 world
investor demand for gold coins and ETF’s remained strong at 709.4 tonnes, 15% above the five
year first half-year average.

Valuation
To derive an intrinsic value for AUY, a five-year DCF was prepared. Using a computed WACC of
6.55% and a terminal rate of 2.00%, an intrinsic value of $21.57 was obtained. In addition, a net asset
value (NAV) calculation was performed for each of the company’s proven and probable reserve mines.
An industry multiple of 2.25x was applied to the calculated $9.43 per share NAV, yielding a value of
$21.21. Management guidance of future production and cash costs were used in the model. With an
equal weight applied to the DCF and NAV, an intrinsic value of $21.39 was obtained, yielding a potential
return of 24% over AUY’s current share price.
Risks
 Mineral Reserves: Precious metal mines are a finite resource, forcing constant exploration and
development for new replacement reserves. Costs of exploration and development may increase
if current mine resources begin to dwindle; however, AUY has been quite successful in
operational mine development and exploration, cutting down the need to partake in costly
Greenfield exploration projects. Additionally, mining posts the risk of geological formation
setback, curbing expected production and increasing costs.
 Foreign Operations Risk: AUY’s foreign operations in Latin and South America are exposed
to the socioeconomic risks of currency exchange rates and political tension. In past years, the
gold miners have fallen victim to higher implied costs as the Brazilian Real has strengthened
against the Dollar. However, with the Real’s strength against the U.S. dollar slowing and
devaluing possible in the future, mining costs could begin to fall for AUY’s Brazilian operations.
Additionally, miners have faced political tension on mining regulation and standards across South
America. Nevertheless, with AUY’s strategic clustering of mines in similar and familiar
jurisdictions, management sees no future problems to its continuing operations.
 Commodity Prices: AUY’s profits are dependent on the market price of its inputs and outputs.
A rise in fuel costs such as diesel and natural gas or construction inputs such as steel and cement
could drastically affect the bottom line if not complemented by an increase in gold, silver and
copper prices. A drastic increase in production costs could cause the company to curtail its
exploration, development and output in its mining operations.
Management
Peter J. Marrone is the founder, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Yamana Gold.
Prior to founding Yamana Gold in 2003, Mr. Marrone served as an Executive Vice President and
Managing Director for the Canadian based Canaccord Capital Corporation Investment Bank.
Furthermore, Mr. Marrone has more than twenty years of experience serving boards advising Brazilian
based companies, a valuable intangible given the company’s geographic operations.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider & 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

0.26%
70.73%

Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Bank of New York Mellon
Van Eck Associates Corporation
Blackrock Group Limited
Blackrock Inc
Greystone Managed Investments

Shares
31,513,456
29,517,353
19,993,778
19,817,241
17,767,280

%Out
4.19%
3.93%
2.66%
2.64%
2.36%

Source: Bloomberg
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Mercadolibre (MELI)
September 7, 2012
Atena Liu

International Information Technology

Mercadolibre (NASDAQ: MELI) is a major player in Internet retailing in Latin America. It provides
online trading platforms in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and 10 other countries. With 66 million registered
users, it is the largest online retailer in Latin America with the highest amount of unique visitors (33.3M),
11 million more than BuscaPe. The company generates revenues from charging marketplace fees, online
advertising fees, and other peripheral services including MercadoPago, an online payment system similar
to PayPal. Marketplace fees are the major revenue driver, impacted by total live listings (31%Y/Y
growth) that come from a widening seller base. In fiscal year 2011, the top three revenue-generating
regions were Brazil (55.5% of total sales), Argentina (19%), and Venezuela (11.6%). The American ecommerce giant, EBay, holds an 18% stake of ownership. Founded in 1999 by Marcos Galperin, MELI is
headquartered in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Price ($) (8/31/12)
Price Taget ($):
52WK Range ($):
Market Cap:
Float
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

$

79.58
93.55
48.3-104.5
$3.51B
31.3M
12.5%
611K
0.38
0.5%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:

1.03
11.0%
18.0%
22.1%
0.0%
24.5%
39.3%

FY: December
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)

$

2011A
2012E
2013E
298.9 $
388.6 $ 505.1
37.9%
30.0%
30.0%
75.9%
75.0%
72.0%
33.4%
35.0%
32.0%
$1.74A
$2.05E
$2.42E
$2.91A
$2.53E
$3.03E
45.75x
41.92x
35.58

Recommendation
As the largest online merchandise platform in Latin America, MELI has achieved a CAGR of 42.8% in
revenues over the past 5 years. Their website has an average listing of more than 10.9 million products for
sale daily and items in more than 2000 categories, including motor vehicles, vessels, aircraft, real estate
and services. The firm’s website consists of four major parts: Mercadolibre Marketplace for listings
(~70% of total revenues), MercadoPago for online paying, MercadoClics for advertising, and
MercadoShops for web stores. Total volume of transactions processed through MercadoPago has
increased to 27% of gross merchandise volume from a 10% level five years ago. A major growth strategy
of MELI is to acquire local competitors to expand their presence and gain customers. In the past ten years,
the company spent over $75 million on six acquisitions in different regions and retailers of different
product categories. Surviving the dot-com bubble and the world recession, MELI has also proved its
ability to manage through tough economic situations. The company is in excellent financial health with
little debt on its balance sheet. Due to the above-mentioned reasons, it is recommended that MELI be
added to the AIM International Equity fund with a target price of $93.55, providing an upside of nearly
20%. The stock pays a small dividend which yields about 0.5%.
Investment Thesis
 Large size provides network protection and economies of scale. MELI has established itself as
the largest e-commerce platform provider in the last decade. This platform has helped MELI to
gain the largest ecommerce network in Latin America. The adoption of MercadoPago also adds
stickiness to the business. Total transaction volume placed through Pago posted an average
growth of 73% over the past 3 years. The size of MELI has also made it possible to increase its
operating margin from 25.4% five years ago to the current 33.4%, which has been achieved
mainly through economies of scale.
 Deep understanding of the Latin American market. As online shopping is relatively new to
Latin American shoppers, the spending habits and consumer behaviors are very different from
those of North America and Europe. According to Euromonitor, the three most important criteria
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for Latin Americans are convenience, inexpensive prices, and a wide variety of product
offerings. MELI’s history in Latin America enables the firm’s management to understand the
consumer culture better than any other competitors, thus providing a competitive advantage
against international competitors that are hoping to enter this market.
 Growth in online-purchasing in Latin America. There is a secular trend of increased online
shopping in Latin America along with surging Internet penetration in Latin America, which is
still only 37% compared to 78% in the United States. When their site was first launched, only 3%
of the Internet population in Latin America had access. Now the access growth is expected to
accelerate as wider broadband adoption in Latin America is achieved. Over the next five years,
another 100 million individuals are expected to gain access. Only about 29% of current Internet
users are on Mercadolibre and this number is expected to grow to almost 40% as MELI continues
to roll out new service offerings and improve user experience to drive traffic.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of MELI, a ten-year DCF was conducted. Sales growth rates were set at 10%
for the long term, and earnings rate are growing at an average of 9.3%. A sensitivity analysis, accounting
for variations in WACC and in COGS as a percent of total sales, was conducted. A WACC of 11.05%
was used which yielded an intrinsic value of $94.49 per share. A forward P/E multiples approach was also
used - with a P/E of 45x; an intrinsic value of $93 was generated. Weighing the two values at 50/50, a
price target of $93.55 was established, representing an 18% upside.
Risks
 Political and economic uncertainties can negatively affect the business. Currency fluctuations
can add volatility to MELI’s financial performance and stock price as a headwind for Latin
America currencies is expected to continue; the result of weakening global demand for
commodities. Nationalization in certain countries, such as Argentina, could also affect some
businesses that use MELI as its platform
 Entry of major international players. Amazon is reportedly recruiting in Sao Paolo, marking its
own attempt to enter the Latin America market. Although the actual launch date is yet unknown,
the multiples of MELI might shrink in face of such a strong competitor.
Management
Marcos Galperín is one of the co-founders of the company in 1999 and has served as CEO and director
ever since. Previously, he worked as a fixed income analyst at J.P. Morgan Securities in 1998 and a
Futures and Options Associate at YPF, an Argentinian integrated oil company, from 1994 to 1997. He
received an MBA from Stanford University in 1999. Pedro Arnt has served as the CFO of the company
since 2011, but has been a part of a company since 1999. He initially held the Vice President position for
the Business development and marketing team, and later launched and managed the customer service
operations. Since 2007, he was in charge of Strategic Planning, Treasury & Investor Relations as Vice
President. Prior to MecardoLibre, he was an employee at Boston Consulting Group and achieved a master
degree from University of Oxford.
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Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by Insiders:

10.75%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

88.42%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

eBay Inc

8,126,062

18.41%

Marcos Galperin

4,546,563

10.3%

Baillie Gifford

3,815,841

8.64%

Fidelity

2,938,802

6.66%

Wells Capital Management Inc

2,687,614

6.09%
Source: Bloomberg
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Deluxe Corporation (DLX)
September 7, 2012
Margaret Wanner

Industrials

Deluxe Corporation (NYSE: DLX) offers small business services, financial services, and check
manufacturing to its customers in United States and Canada. While they are the nation’s leading directto-consumer check supplier, only 16% of their revenues come from the direct checks segment. Of the
remaining revenue mix, 60% comes from small business services and 24% from financial services. The
small business services segment is seeing the most growth primarily with their marketing and web
services. Deluxe has sales primarily in the United States, with only 6% of revenues coming from Canada.
Deluxe was founded in 1915 as the original checkbook manufacturer. The company is headquartered in
Shoreview, Minnesota and the firm occupies 29 facilities in the United States, 6 in Canada, and 1 in
Ireland.
Price: (8/31/12)
Price Target:
52 WK H-L ($):
Market Cap ($mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest:
Avg. 3 mo. Vol:
Dividend ($):
Div Yield (%):

$28.37
$37.51
29.04-17.65
1463.6
49.9
13.45%
141,036
$1.00
3.60%

Beta:
WACC:
Mid-Term Rev. Gr. Rate Est.
Mid-Term EPS Gr. Rate Est.
Debt/Equity:
ROA:
ROE:
Shares Outstanding (mil):

1.314
8.90%
1.0%
1.0%
245.0%
10.72%
54.68%
50.83

FY (Dec 31):
2011A
2012E
2013E
Revenue ($mil):
$1,417,596 $1,493,012 $1,519,289
% Growth:
1.10%
5.32%
1.76%
Gross Margin:
65.19%
65.40%
65.30%
Operating Margin: 20.03%
20.06%
20.09%
Basic EPS:
$2.82
$3.31
$3.39
FCF/Share:
$3.93
$4.76
$4.19
P/E:
8.67
8.51
8.19
EV/EBITA (ttm)
5.80

Recommendation
Deluxe Corporation’s stock has been generally neglected by investors – selling at a single digit PE
multiple. If Deluxe merely maintains its FY 2011 level of revenues and pays out the same level of profits,
the stock is still significantly undervalued. FY 2012 is already on track for a 5% revenue growth and a
$50 million reduction in net costs. While Deluxe is primarily a bank check and business stationary
company, many investors have tended to overlook the company’s slow transition into growing web-based
and marketing services. Over the past several years, the company has taken steps to transition from a
paper ruled world to one that is paperless. Although a significant amount of their business comes from
their check making and stationary products, future growth will be generated from their small business
marketing and other small business solutions. Taken as a whole, it is recommended that Deluxe
Corporation be added to the AIM Equity Fund with a target price of $37.50 offering an upside of 32.2%.
Deluxe pays quarterly dividends with a 3.60% annual yield.
Investment Thesis
 Successful Net Cost Reductions. Deluxe Corporation is on track to complete their net cost
savings goal of $50 million in 2012. Since Lee Schram took over as the firm’s CEO in mid-2006,
total cost reductions have totaled $385 million. In 2011, the company lowered its costs of goods
sold and SG&A expenses by $60 million. The firm’s gross and operating margins are presently a
respectable 65% and 20%, respectively. The eventual goal is to cut cost of goods sold by a third
and selling, general, and administration expenses by two thirds further improving the company’s
profitability.
 Capitalization of Transformational Opportunities. Over the past several years, Deluxe has
made numerous acquisitions and investments to widen their product offerings beyond printed
products. The most recent acquisition in June of 2012 was OrangeSoda, Inc., a search, mobile,
and social media campaign strategist for small businesses. In the past three years, Deluxe also
acquired PsPrint, Banker’s Dashboard, and Cornerstone Customer Solutions. Foreseeing an
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increasingly paperless world, Deluxe has been expanding their services to include more Internetbased products. The company now offers Small Business Marketing, Web Services, Fraud,
Security and Risk Management Services, and Other FI Services. Growth in revenue from these
segments combined is expected to be in the 25-30% range, which should compensate for
declining bank and direct-to-consumer check sales.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of Deluxe, a five-year discounted cash flow was conducted. Revenue growth
rates varied based upon management’s predictions and plans for expansion. A discount rate of 9% and a
perpetuity rate of 1% were used to yield an intrinsic value of $42.12. A sensitivity analysis was also
performed with varying discount rate and terminal value assumptions. In addition to using a DCF model,
a dividend discount model and a relative valuation approach were used. A stable dividend discount model
using a 9% discount rate and 6% dividend growth rate was used to yield a value of $33.33. The growth
rate was based on long term 3% inflation and 3% GDP growth. Using a P/E ratio of 10.72, this method
provided an intrinsic value of $35.55. The P/E ratio was based on a five-year historical average,
competitor comparison, and forward P/E. Giving a 45/45/10 weight to the DCF, Dividend Discount, and
multiple methods respectively, a price target of $37.50 was established. At the current price of $28.37,
this allows for an upside potential of 32.2%.
Risks
 Rapid Decline in Check Use. According to a 2009 government study, check use has declined
6.1% every year between 2006 and 2009. While Deluxe plans on this trend continuing, a faster
than anticipated decline in check use could have a detrimental effect on earnings.
 Struggling Small Businesses. Because 60% of Deluxe’s revenues come from their small
business segment, the number and strength of small business that could use Deluxe’s services
matter. With recent hard economic conditions over the last three years, both the number of small
business and their ability spend have been suppressed. Although Deluxe anticipates continuing
rough economic times, growth in this segment could fall below expectations.
 Debt. There is always a chance that a company will not be able to pay back its debt. This year
Deluxe has $85 million of debt maturing. In addition to increasing the amount of cash they have
on hand, the company has an unused credit facility of $200 million due 2017 that could be drawn
upon. In 2014 and 2015, there are additional debt maturities in the amount of $275 and $200
million respectively.
Management
Lee Schram has served as chief executive officer and a director since joining the company in 2006. After
assuming the role of CEO, Schram ushered in an era of cost reduction and facility consolidation. He has
successfully led the company through the 2008 turmoil and into a steady recovery. Martyn Redgrave has
served on the board of directors since 2001, only becoming chairman of the board in August of this year.
Redgrave also serves as chief administrative officer and senior executive vice president at Limited
Brands, Inc. He began working at Limited Brands, a personal care and intimate apparel company, in
2005.
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Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

1.20%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

96.6%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

BlackRock Fund Advisors

6,222,816

12.3

Fidelity Management & Research Co.

3,299,449

6.5

Vanguard Group, Inc.

2,904,501

5.8

LSV Asset Management

2,422,257

4.8

Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC

2,003,697

4.0
Source: Deluxe Corporation
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Smart Balance, Inc. (SMBL)
September 7, 2012
Jillian Morrissey

Consumer Staples

Smart Balance engages in the production and marketing of a variety of functional foods. SMBL has
several different patents and licenses that give their trans fat free signature spreads better good-to-bad
cholesterol ratios. Operating under the trademarks of Smart Balance, Earth Balance (a plant based line)
Bestlife, Glutino (a gluten-free line), the products range from enhanced milk, margarine, peanut butters,
cooking oils, light mayonnaise dressing and popcorn. SMBL operates mainly in the United States but also
has some presence in Canada. Headquartered in Paramus, New Jersey, SMBL employs 205 people.
Price ($) (9/06/12):

11.57

Beta:

Price Target ($):

29.97

WACC:

Revenue ($mil)

52 Week Range

12.35-4.61

Mid Term Rev Gr. Rate Est:20%

% Growth

719M

Mid Term EPS Gr. Rate Est:15%

Gross Margin

59.28%

61.98% 62.18%

Debt/Equity:

31.00%

Operating Margin

8.88%

12.05% 15.00%

Market Cap (mil):
Float (mil):

657.6388

0.81
8.70%

FY: Jan

2011A

2012 E

2013 E

274.34

367.22

449.33

13.38%

33.86% 25.02%

Short Interest (%):

11.50%

ROA:

2.00%

EPS (Cal)

$0.41

$0.40

$0.55

Avg Daily Vol (K):

755.86K

ROE:

2.20%

FCF/Share

$0.28

$1.97

$2.05

P/E (Cal)

93.24

57.84

42.77

Dividend ($):

$0.00

Yield (%):

0.00%

Recommendation
SMBL is well position to increase their $719M market share in the health food industry. SMBL’s brands
give them a broad product platform with which to introduce new products such as the spreadable butter
SMBL introduced in 2011 which is estimated to add over $50M of revenue in 2012. The profit generated
by this and other core products will allow SMBL to invest in growth platforms such as the enhanced milk
and g-free lines. In addition to new products SMBL has extensive plans, through top-to-top meetings, to
expand distribution at retail. So far in 2012 SMBL has had 150 meetings with executive teams. Of these
150, 20 have already signed on to carry SMBL’s product lines and much more are expected to sign in the
near term. Thirdly to improve profitability SMBL will improve manufacturing and supply chain
efficiencies. Products such as SMBL’s pretzels that were previously manufactured overseas are
beginning production in the U.S to help improve costs. In addition to that SMBL recently completed
upgrades that will allow them to consolidate three buildings into one in Montreal which, going forward,
will help improve operating margins. With these and other efforts being taken gross margins are expend
to increase by 4% just in 2013 alone. Lastly, SMBL has also employed new marketing techniques where
the company advertises straight to the healthcare source. SMBL now markets to doctors, nutritionists and
other medical employees to have these professionals recommend SMBL’s products as part of their
patient’s daily diet. Therefore it is recommended SMBL be added to the AIM Domestic Portfolio at a
target price of $14.42.
Investment Thesis
 Consumer Shift to Healthier Lifestyle - Over the past few years there has been an overall
market trend to live a healthier lifestyle. In 2011 grocery lines grew slowly at only around 2%
while at the same time natural and organic food experienced growth of 15%. SMBL has
capitalized and will continue to further capitalize, on this trend. Combined this with the rising
costs of health care there is going to even more incentive for consumers to eat healthy as the cost
of being unhealthy becomes greater and greater. SMBL is very unique in that it not only offers
low calorie spreads but products that are naturally made and filled with omega-3 essentials.
SMBL through their Earth Balance line also offer a totally plant based line which will satisfy the
health conscious consumer.
 Growth in Gluten-free – In addition to living a healthy lifestyle many people are turning “gfree”
for a variety of reasons such as allergies and other medical conditions. With the purchase of Udi
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on July 2nd, SMBL has eliminated their main competition in the market and has positioned
themselves favorably. Udi show an 80% increase in revenue in 2011 and this growth is not going
away. Not only has this acquisition eliminated competition but Udi is a great complement to
SMBL’s product line. SMBL’s gfree products are shelf food where are Udi expands SMBL into
bakery items and other perishable foods. Synergies of $2-$3M are expected to be seen from this
deal. To match the high demand for gfree products SMBL has plans to increase the number of
gfree items in each store as well as in top-to-top meetings push retailers to see Glutino as the
premier grocery brand for the gfree shopper.
 FDA Labels - As a requirement of the FDA under the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act (FPLA),
companies are mandated to have nutrition labels. SMBL is very confident in the honesty and
non-misleading information the company presents on their label. Recently there has been much
talk among the FDA to make these laws even more uptight especially in the trans fat and
cholesterol areas. Unlike many of their peers SMBL will have no problem if these laws are
passed and in fact are often advocators for stricter laws. SMBL has specific patents to protect
their formulas that give their products zero trans fats and healthy good-to-bad cholesterol ratios.
Valuation
SMBL was valued using a ten-year DCF model. Based on a calculated WACC of 8.4% and perpetual
growth rate of 2.50%, the DCF analysis yielded an intrinsic value of $14.42. A sensitivity analysis was
also conducted on the DCF adjusting the WACC from 6% to 10%, the long-term growth rate from 0% to
4% and next year’s cash flow from $15M to $35M. From this a target price range of $12 to $45 was
obtained. An EV/Sales multiples approach was also conducted using a multiple of 2.18X. The approach
yielded an intrinsic value of $14.42. Weighting the DCF at 50% and the EV/Sales at 50% and intrinsic
value of $14.32 was found which offering a 23.14% upside. The company does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 SmartBalance Buttery Spread Sales – For the year ending December 31, 2011 53% of SMBL’s
revenue came from the sales of SMBL’s buttery spread products. Although this is still expected
to be a large percentage of sales in the future any adverse developments with respect to the sale of
SMBL’s buttery spreads products could significantly reduce revenue and hinder the ability to
maintain profitability.
 Small Customer Base – In 2011 60% of sales came from SMBL’s top ten customers. In addition
to this WalMart alone as SMBL’s largest customer accounted for 18% of revenue in 2011.
Maintaining good relations with these few companies will be extremely critical for the
profitability of SMBL. If these customers withdraw from purchasing SMBL’s product this would
hurt the expected revenue streams of the company.
 Higher Debt Level -In order to finance the purchase of Glutino back in August of 2011 and Udi
in July of 2012 SMBL has taken on debt. Although the loans do not come due for until 2017 at
the earliest, if the company were to default on any of these loans this would greatly negatively
affect the company. Also this restricts the company’s flexibility in terms of investments and other
opportunities that may present themselves in the future.
Management
Stephen B. Hughes has been chairman and CEO since inception in May 2005. Previously Mr. Hughes
served as director for a strategy consulting firm in which he led new marketing strategies with major
consumer packaged good companies. Mr. Hughes holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in economics and
political science and an MBA degree with a concentration in marketing and finance from the University
of Chicago. Ms. Chrstine Sacco was newly appointed in January 1st, 2012 as CFO. Previously she held
positions within the company as vice president and operations controller.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

4%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

79%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

Primecap Management Company

14,960,605

8.38

Dimensional Fund Advisors LP

4,455,937

7.53

Vanguard Group, Inc

3,182,833

5.38

Gamco Investors Inc

2,742,361

4.63

Bank of New York Mellon Corporation

2,018,040

3.60
Source: Bloomberg
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Dynamic Materials (BOOM)
September 7, 2012
Jeff Johnson

Industrials

Dynamic Materials Corp. (BOOM) in an industrial manufacturer that provides products to a wide range
of capital intensive industries, with strong focus on the energy sector. The company operates in three
segments: Explosive Metalworking (55% of Q2 revenues), Oilfield Products (40%), and AMK Welding
(5%). Its Explosive Metalworking (EMW) segment specializes in explosion-weld cladding, a process that
uses an explosive charge to bond, or “clad” plates of metals that are not easily bonded in an effort to
prevent corrosion. Its Oilfield Products unit (OP) provides a range of products for the global oil and gas
industry specializing in the manufacturing of perforating equipment. This equipment can be used to
puncture a hole in the liner of an oil well to connect the reservoir to the wellbore which assists in
managing the well and can increase productivity. Revenues for the company reached $208 million in
2011, with the company selling products in the US (39%), South Korea (14%), Canada (12%), Germany
(6%), and others (29%). BOOM was founded in 1965 and is headquartered in Boulder, Colorado.
M arket Price
Price Target ($):
52WK H-L ($):
M arket Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

$16.01
$20.70
$14.00-$24.53
$218.34
12.77
5.10%
0.0579
$0.16
1.00%

Beta:
WACC
M -Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M -Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity:
ROA:
ROE:

1.81
13.00%
11.20%
17.80%
24.40%
5.14%
8.67%

FY: Dec
Revenue (M il)
% Growth
Gross M argin
Operating M argin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2011A
2012E
2013E
$209
$210
$234
34.40%
0.59%
11.39%
25.50%
25.00%
24.25%
14.25%
11.29%
11.18%
$0.90
$0.97
$1.24
-0.8
1.8
2.2
21.3
21.3
17
15.3
12.7
9.3

Recommendation
The U.S. fabricated metal product industry is a large, but segmented market. 55,000 companies account
for $295 B in revenues, with the top 50 companies accounting for only 20%. BOOM is a niche company
in this industry that was strongly affected in late 2008 and 2009 by the economic slowdown as customers
cut their inventory levels which slowly trickled through the company’s order system. The slowdown was
especially felt in the EMW division, which experienced a 49% decline in revenues during this time. While
there are positives in the U.S. such as the recent increase of 7% YoY in fabricated metal products and a
projected growth in the industry at a 4% CAGR from 2012 to 2015, several companies are reluctant to
take on large capital expenditures in the current economic state. Low borrowing rates have made it
advantageous for companies to start spending and as outlook improves BOOM is well positioned to
capitalize on this growth if as the explosive clad industry were to recover to the $1+ B market it was
before 2008 from the $680M market it is currently. While the firm just took on new debt to pay for capital
expenditures, its low debt levels and strong balance sheet have helped them weather downturns in the
economy and will continue to help it if this persists. BOOM is well positioned to manage any further
slowdown in demand with a Debt to EBIDA ratio of 1.2 and an EBITDA to interest expense ratio of 24.
Because of favorable long-term prospects, it is recommended that BOOM be added to the AIM Domestic
Equity Fund at a price target of $20.70 providing a 29.3% upside and 1% dividend yield.
Investment Thesis
 High Barriers to Entry. With over 40 years of experience the company has mastered the
explosion-welding process in large-scale production and has strong working relationships with
end-market customers. Along with this, BOOM has valuable permits that give them access to
shooting sites in the U.S., France, Sweden, and Germany which will help limit completion. With
few compatible sites and permits required to perform the large scale explosions needed to bond
these metals together BOOM is well positioned to maintain its high market share. Based on sales
the company has a 90% market share in North America and 30% market share in the global
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market. BOOM has been able to continue to grow market share as the EMW segment achieved
revenue growth of 28% in 2011 and the backlog grew 28% in Q1 2012 from Q4 2011.
 Expansion of Drilling Activity. Acquisitions and new production facilities have allowed the OP
segment to grow at a three-year sales CAGR of 38%. The company acquired TRX Industries, a
manufacturer of perforating guns, in early 2012 for $10.2 M. The company sold input products to
BOOM as well as competing products in the marketplace. Better controlling inputs for its
products and expanding the regions to which it sells its products, will help the company continue
to take advantage of growth in oil and gas drilling activity. In the U.S. as of June 8, 2012 there
were 1,984 rigs in operation up 129 rigs, or 7%, the same week in 2011. Worldwide there were
3,335 rigs operating as of May 30, 2012 up 205 rigs, or 7%, the same week in 2011.
 Expansion into Asia. The firm’s EMW division is looking to expand into Asia through the
development of new production facilities and shooting sites. Countries, such as China with an
8% GDP, Indonesia at 6%, and India at 7% are growing rapidly and are likely to take on new
projects. For these reasons management is aggressively looking to expand into these regions.
There is one major Asian company that provides explosive-metal clad products currently, but
management believes that market share can be gained as they are able to produce at a lower cost.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of BOOM, both six-year DCF and EV/EBITDA multiple approaches were
used. Based on a calculated WACC of 13% and 3% terminal growth rate, the DCF analysis produced an
intrinsic value of $20.07. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the DCF by altering the terminal
growth rate and WACC which produced a range of $17.14-$24.13. Since there is no close competitors, a
historical EV/EBITDA multiple was used, with a projected EBITDA of $36.33 M, which yield a price
target of $21.65. Weighting the DCF 60% and the multiple approach 40% respectively, a final price target
of $20.70 was obtained representing a 29.3% upside. The firm does pays a dividend that has a 1% yield.
Risks
 Shooting Sites. Cladding sites must meet certain criteria, including a lack of proximity to a
densely populated area and the ability to comply with local noise and vibration abatement
regulations. The failure to maintain such permits or satisfy other conditions to use the sites would
have a material effect on the ability for the EMW segment to continue operations. Likewise, if
BOOM is not able to negotiate reasonable terms of use at those sites this may affect profitability.
 Insider Selling. At the beginning of 2012 there was a small amount of insider selling that took
place in the firm. 33,750 shares were sold by insiders on planned sales. 23,450 shares have been
sold on unplanned orders. No insider transactions represented more than 10% of the insider’s
position. A majority of the selling took place in March at a price of $22-$23.
 Competition. While there is only one other well-known explosion-welded clad supplier
worldwide and there are no other significant North American based explosion clad supplies, there
is no guarantee the company will be able to maintain its competitive position. Explosive welding
also competes against other cladding processes such as roll bonding and weld overlaying as well.
There are technical and commercial niches with regards to each cladding process which are well
understood within the industry.
Management
President, CEO and board member Yvon Pierre Cariou joined the company in 2000. Prior to working at
BOOM Cariou served as President and CEO of Astrocosmos Metallurgical a company involved in the
design and fabrication of process equipment for chemical and pharmaceutical industries. Most of
management has been with the company for a while with the average tenure of management at 11.5 years.
COO Kevin Longe is the newest member joining recently in July of 2012. He has a very diverse
background having held positions in the medical, industrial, and electrical sectors.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

6%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

72%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

2,190,545

16.21

Brown Capital Management Small Company Fund

966,278

7.15

Allianz Asset Management AG

890,332

6.59

Vanguard Group, Inc

702,344

5.20

Lord Abbett & Co

486,913

3.60

Brown Capital Management

Source: Bloomberg
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Southside Bancshares, Inc. (SBSI)
September 7, 2012
Stavros Demogerontas

Financial Services

Southside Bancshares, Inc. (NASDAQ: SBSI) is a bank holding company for Southside Bank, a Texas
bank. The company is a community focused financial institution that offers a range of financial services to
individuals, businesses, municipal entities, and non-profit organizations in the communities that it serves.
These services include consumer and commercial loans, deposit accounts, trust services, safe deposit
services and brokerage services. At December 31, 2011, SBSI trust department managed approximately
$718 million of trust assets. At December 31, 2011 total assets were $3 billion (48 locations throughout
Texas), total loans were $1.09 billion, deposits were $2.13 billion, and total equity was $2.6 billion.
Price ($): (4/5/12)
21.24
Price Target ($):
25.92
52WK H-L ($):
23.54-16.95
Market Cap (mil):
378.06
Float (mil):
15.6
Short Interest (%):
11.88
Avg. Daily Vol (mil):
0.045
Annual Dividend ($):
0.8
Yield (%):
3.78

Beta:
Discount Rate:
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Financial Leverage:
ROA:
ROE:
Tier 1 Capital Ratio:
Debt/Equity

0.59
8.70%
6.00%
5.60%
16.42
1.01%
17.68%
21.26%
264.94

FY:Dec
Revenue (mil):
% Growth:
Operating Margin:
Pretax Margin:
EPS ($):
P/E ($):
BVPS ($):
P/B:

2011A
148
13.38%

60.56%
33.56%
2.27
9.8
14.95
1.44

2012E
161

10.34%
60.88%
33.72%
2.36
12.35
14.98
1.40

2013E
177

12.00%
60.74%
34.34%
2.46
12.17
15.01
1.38

Recommendation:
Southside Bancshares has experienced an increase in quality loan demand in the communities SBSI
serves. During the second quarter of 2012, SBSI experienced increased levels of lending activity,
resulting in a $42.3 million increase of loans on SBSI’s balance sheet. This increase in loan activity has
shown a 17.6% annualized increase, totaling the amount of loans to $96.0 million. SBSI has a strong
intention to keep increasing their loan growth by utilizing their shareholder capital. In December 2007,
spurred by the growth of the Texas regional economy, SBSI reported a shareholder’s equity of $132.3
million, and have seen an increase of 18.4% in shareholder’s equity since 2007 ($263.4 million today).
SBSI’s strong capital structure, with a Tier 1 Capital Ratio of 21.26% and efficiency ratio of 60.45%,
gives the company a solid ground to keep expanding and growing in the south. The company’s
competitors’ average Tier 1 Capital Ratio and efficiency ratio are 16.06% and 58.05%, respectively. The
bank also increased SBSI’s allocation to the municipal securities market. Management emphasized that
allocating SBSI’s resources to sectors with book yields that are not impacted by prepayments should help
offset future mortgage-backed securities prepayment volatility in the company’s portfolio. Along with
these drivers, the bank has managed to keep a steady and healthy increase in SBSI’s annual dividend of
14.7%, since the financial crisis. With SBSI’s position to take advantage of these drivers and
management’s attitude to generate growth for the company and shareholders, it is recommended that
SBSI be added to the AIM Equity portfolio with a price target of $25.88, which would give the bank a
22% upside. The firm pays a 3.78% dividend.
Investment Thesis:
 Loan Growth and Asset Quality Metrics Remain Solid. SBSI’s average loans increased 5%,
YoY, while the company’s period-end loans increased 3.7% due primarily to SBSI’s growth in
family residential real estate. The bank’s asset quality metrics remained strong as non-performing
assets on an absolute basis remained unchanged, but dropped 6 bps linked-quarter to 1.16% of
total loans and other real estate owned, due to the growth in loans. SBSI’s $2.2 million loan
provision was also able to cover the net charge offs the company experienced in 2011 of $2.1
million.
 Texas Economic Growth. Texas has one of the strongest economies when comparing it to other
states in the U.S. By December 2011, Texas employers replaced all 427,600 jobs shed during the
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recession as the economy rebounded more quickly that the U.S. as a whole. Also in 2011, Texas’
real GDP grew by 2.4%, compared with 1.6% GDP growth for the nation. Texas has also been
able to weather the national real estate crunch without significant damage to property values. This
has been a strong and positive correlation for SBSI considering approximately 52% of the loans
in the bank’s portfolio have real estate as a primary or secondary component of collateral. In the
12 months ending in July 2012, a total of 69,735 building permits for single family homes were
issued and 44,426 building permits for multifamily homes were issued, which showed a 19% and
81% increase from the previous year.
Balance Sheet Improvement. SBSI utilizes wholesale funding and securities to enhance the
company’s profitability and balance sheet composition. On the funding side, the cost of funds is
likely to continue its decline over the near to medium term as the higher priced Federal Home
Loan Banks (FHLB) advances mature. Instead of taking out long term advances, to manage
interest rate risk, two years ago SBSI purchased options on those advances to hedge against
increasing demand for longer term fixed rate loans and duration securities. These options gave
SBSI the ability to utilize short-term funding at an average cost below 0.18% to fund longer
duration assets without increasing interest rate risk.

Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of SBSI, an equity excess return analysis was conducted. Net revenue
growth rates, forecasted to help get to net income, were based on historical growth and management
guidance. The equity excess return model helped yield an intrinsic value of $22.76. The other model
conducted was a dividend discount model, which also was based on historical values and
management guidance, with a mid-term growth rate of 6% that helped yield an intrinsic value of
$27.70. With the equity excess return model weighted 30% and the dividend discount model
weighted at 70%, a price target of $25.92 was established, providing a potential upside of 22%. The
firm pays a 3.78% dividend.
Risks
 Interest Rate Risk. If the interest rates paid on deposits and other borrowings increase at a faster
rate than the interest rates received on loans and other investments, SBSI’s net interest income,
and therefore earnings, could be adversely affected. Earnings could also be adversely affected if
the interest rates received on loans and other investments fall more quickly than the interest rates
paid on deposits and other borrowings.
 Credit Quality Risks and Policies. SBSI is subject to the risk of losses resulting from the
failure of borrowers, guarantors and related parties to pay interest and principal amounts on their
loans. Although the company maintains credit policies and credit underwriting and monitoring
and collection procedures, these policies and procedures may not prevent losses, particularly
during periods in which the local, regional or national economy suffers a general decline. If
borrowers fail to repay their loans, the financial condition and results of operations can be
adversely affected.
Management
Saw Dawson has been the CEO, President and Secretary at Southside Bancshares since January 2012.
He has been the President and Secretary at the company since 1998. Sam Dawson has over 35 years
of banking experience and has served on the Board since 1997. B G Hartley has been the Chairman at
Southside Bancshares since 1982. He served as the CEO of the company from 1982 to January 2012.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

9%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

41%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Vanguard Group, Inc. (THE)
BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, N.A.
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP
LSV Asset Management
BlackRock Fund Advisors
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Shares
%Out
997,118
5.74
729,414
4.20
445,455
2.57
388,459
2.24
384,648
2.22
Source: Bloomberg
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Generac Holdings Inc. (GNRC)
September 7, 2012
Timothy Maturo

Industrials

Generac Holdings Inc. (NYSE:GNRC) is engaged in the design and manufacture of generators and other
engine powered products for the residential, commercial, industrial, and construction markets. Generac
is the only significant market participant focused predominantly on these products. Generac is divided
into three segments: residential power products; commercial and industrial power products; and other
products. In fiscal year 2011, the residential power products, commercial and industrial power products
and other products consisted of 62%, 31.6%, and 6.4% of net sales respectively. The residential power
products segment manufactures both smaller mobile generators and larger standby generators. The US
and Canadian markets account for all of Generac’s sales. Generac was founded in 1959 in Waukesha,
Wisconsin and employs over 2,000 employees.
Price ($): (8/30/12)
Price Target ($):
52WK H-L ($):
Market Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

$
21.22
$
27.77
15.41 - 30.61
1,440
25.56
5.00%
331,641
$
0.00%

Beta:
0.96
WACC
8.5%
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est: 5.0%
L-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
4.0%
Terminal Gr Rate Est:
3.0%
Debt/Equity:
2.687
ROA:
6.60%
ROE:
24.40%

FY: Dec
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Oper. Margin
EPS (Adj)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2011 A
2012 E
$ 791.98 $ 963.70
33.6%
21.7%
37.2%
36.9%
14.3%
15.6%
$
4.77 $
2.32
$
2.32 $
2.01
4.45
9.15
11.67
9.28

2013 E
$ 944.42
-2.0%
37.0%
15.6%
$
2.16
$
1.87
9.82
9.72

Recommendation
The US power grid has been rapidly deteriorating since it was upgraded the 1970’s. Major outage events
in recent years have driven an increased awareness and demand for generator products. In October 2011,
Generac acquired Magnum Products for $85.4 million. Magnum generated an EBITDA of $14 million,
implying a very reasonable acquisition multiple of about 6x. In addition, management expects to realize
cost synergies of around $2 million following the acquisition. Magnum is the leading producer of
generator powered light towers, as well as a producer of mobile generators. Additionally, Generac
generates significant cash flow and requires a low level of fixed assets. Generac has approximately 70%
market share in standby residential generators while penetration remains around 2.5%. Small growth in
this market penetration will significantly impact Generac’s top and bottom lines. Generac trades at a
favorable EV/EBITDA multiple of 9.28 given its solid cash generation and market position. Because of a
strong product portfolio and a favorable valuation, it is recommended that Generac be added to the AIM
Equity Fund with a target price of $27.77, which offers a potential upside of 30.9%.
Investment Thesis
 Aging Power Grid. The United States power grid continues to age and requires significant longterm investments. Currently, 30-50% of the grid over 40 years old. Disruptions affecting more
than 50,000 customers have grown at a CAGR of 17% from 1993 to 2009. As the power grid
continues to age, large outage events will become more likely. Recent large power outage events
have raised awareness and demand for generator products. Upgrading the US power grid to a
smart grid could be completed by 2030 at a cost $2.0 trillion according to an independent
consultant group, The Brattle Group.
 Secular Shift to Natural Gas Generators. The availability and price of natural gas is driving a
secular shift in commercial generators which were previously powered by diesel fuel. Use of
natural gas can be 35% less expensive and eliminates diesel fuel storage, spillage, and spoilage
issues. Generac’s natural gas generators are well positioned to take advantage of this secular
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shift. In addition the low price of natural gas may improve cost incentives of generators for
commercial customers.
 International Growth Opportunities. On July 30, Generac announced it had signed an
agreement with Allpower Industries to sell and service Generac home power systems in Australia
and New Zealand. Australia’s generator market is a highly fragmented market. Australia shares
some characteristics with the United States which makes this an attractive market. For instance
there is an abundance of natural gas, extreme weather patterns, and high housing prices in
Australia. In the mid-term, Generac should experience growth driven by the Australian market
and the potential for expanding multiples from an international profile. In the longer-term,
opportunities in areas such as Latin America may drive significant revenue growth. Generac’s
low capital intensity allows future growth at a low cost to shareholders.
 Recovering Housing Market. The Case-Schiller index rose 0.5% YoY in June. As home values
stabilize it is likely that consumption by US homeowners may improve. Additionally with
recovering housing prices, homeowners may increase the amount they invest in their homes.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of Generac, a ten-year DCF was conducted. Revenue growth of 4.0% was used
from 2014-2017 and 3.0% from 2018-2023. A WACC of 8.5% was used and yielded an intrinsic value of
$30.61. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to account for variations in WACC (7.5%-9.5%) and
medium term revenue growth (3% - 5%), which yielded a price range of $25.46 - $37.81. Additionally, an
EV/EBITDA valuation was conducted with a multiple of 10.2x which yielded an intrinsic value of
$23.52. Combining these two methods with 60% weighting on the DCF and 40% on the EV/EBITDA, a
composite price of $27.77 was determined representing a 30.9% upside. No recurring dividend is paid.
Risks
 Demand Driven by Major-Outage Events. Demand for generator products is for a large part
derived from large outage events driven typically by severe weather events. This creates an
unpredictable demand for Generac’s products. A sustained period without a large outage event
may lead to a reduction in sales growth and excess inventory which would negatively impact
Generac’s performance.
 Magnum Acquisition. Integrating Magnum’s operations with Generac’s creates a chance for
execution risk. Generac may also not be able to realize synergies from Magnum’s business.
Additionally, failure to successfully integrate Generac may result in the write-off of goodwill.
 High Leverage. Generac operates with a substantial level of debt. In fiscal year 2013, Generac
will incur approximately $68.8 million of tax expense compared to an estimated EBITDA of
~$214 million. A decline in operating performance will significantly affect the firm’s free cash
flow. Generac has a leverage ratio of around 2.69 which will increase everything held constant
due to the amortization of intangible assets.
 Principle Stockholder CCMP. Affiliates of the private equity firm CCMP collectively own
approximately 58.6% of Generac’s outstanding stock. CCMP acquired Generac in 2006 via a
leveraged buyout. CCMP has maintained a majority ownership since Generac’s IPO in 2010. As a
result, CCMP is able to exert a significant degree of influence over management. In addition if
CCMP decides to unload a significant amount of stock, Generac’s price may be negatively
impacted.
Management
Aaron Jagdfeld became the CEO of Generac in 2008. Prior to becoming CEO Mr. Jagdfeld was the CFO
since 2002 and has served the company since 1994. Mr. Jagdfeld holds a Bachelor of Business
Administration in Accounting from University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. Mr. Jagdfeld’s compensation
was $1.3 million in 2011.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:

62%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

42%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder

Shares

% Out

CCMP Capital LLC

39,912,998

58.64

Canada Pension Plan

6,382,239

9.38

Bamco Inc.

4,651,001

6.83

Unitas Capital Ltd.

2,932,283

4.31

Columbia Wanger Asset Management

2,639,000

3.88
Source: Bloomberg
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ArthroCare Corp. (ARTC)
September 7, 2012
Max Michelson

Healthcare

ArthroCare Corporation (NASDAQ:ARTC) is a medical device company that develops and manufactures
surgical devices, instruments, and implants. The technology the company develops enables new minimally
invasive procedures that perform a wide arrange of medical procedures using its patented Coblation
technology. The Coblation technology allows the targeted tissue to dissolve, while preserving the
surrounding healthy tissue. ArthroCare also develops surgical devices using patented technology,
including its OPUS line of fixation products, as well as re-usable surgical instruments. ArthroCare’s
products apply to a diverse population from athletes to senior citizens. ArthroCare’s two core product
areas consist of sports medicine, and ear, nose, and throat (ENT). In addition to the core product lines,
ArthroCare develops and sells products in other areas of medicine such as spine, wound care, urology,
and gynecology. Its sports medicine, ENT, and other products are marketed and sold through two
principal geographic distribution channels: Americas (North and South America) and International (all
other geographies). ArthroCare was founded on April 29, 1993 and reincorporated in 1995. It is
currently headquarter in Austin, TX.
Price ($) (8/28/12)
Price Taget ($):
52WK Range ($):
Market Cap:
Float
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

29.18
38.56
32.99- 23.54
815.1M
25.44M
4.4%
195,679K
N/A
N/A

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:

0.55
9.30%
0.0%
2.0%
N/A
-0.16%
-2.50%

FY: December
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)

2011A
$355
-0.10%
70.89%
20.12%
-$0.03A
$2.56
N/A

2012E
$365
2.79%
70.33%
19.51%
$1.51E
$2.78
19.32

2013E
$378
2.97%
70.76%
19.78%
$1.54E
$2.50
18.95

Recommendation
After an eventful few years, ArthroCare is benefiting from new products, experienced management, and
new markets internationally. It has recently implemented new technology service providers that have
reduced costs and are continually working to improve the already sound margins. Domestic growth rates
are not dramatic (2.5%-3%). The new management has created significantly better cash flows by
improving margins, and changing international strategy to increase growth rates abroad. It has started a
direct sales operation campaign in the new markets of Belgium, The Netherlands, and Finland. ARTC has
one of the strongest balance sheets among its peers. It currently has $181 million in cash and no debt.
ARTC has extended a royalty contract with Stryker Company, worth 2% of its current revenues. ARTC
owns over 100 U.S. issued patents and 195 international patents. It also owns the rights to 130 U.S. and
international patents pending. A smaller portion of ARTC’s revenues come from licensing specific
patents, not central to core products. ArthroCare’s competitive advantage comes from its strong financial
standing as well as its patented technology in which they continue to develop and thrive with. ARTC was
unprofitable in 2011 due to a one-time charge of a non-operating expense of $74 million to a legal
settlement. ARTC was previously profitable in 2010, with EPS of $1.03. With the unfortunate
Department of Justice investigation drawing to a close, it has created an opportunity for the stock which
has been long hindered by its presence. It continues to be a stronger candidate than its peers at a
discounted price (ARTC-2.3x P/sales, MASI-2.8x P/sales, VOLC-4.2x P/sales). It is recommended that
ARTC be added to the AIM Fund with a price target of $39, a 32% upside.
Investment Thesis
 Financial Health and Outlook. ARTC financial position is quite strong. Its gross margins are
projected to hold fairly steady around 70%. ARTC has no outstanding debt and has $181 million
in cash or cash equivalents. This gives ARTC a financial cushion to hedge against any more
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unlikely litigation costs. Given the end of the DOJ investigation this cash can be employed for
several different purposes. R&D, marketing and sales, and other internal investments will
become great projects to reinvest in the firm. An acquisition is also a possibility given the
company also has plenty of room to take on debt. For the future outlook of sales, many of
ARTC’s new products (such as the new RF Coblation wand) are expected gain traction in the
coming few years, with upper sales estimates as high as 7% sales growth.
 Pending Completion of DOJ investigation. The Arrest of two former ARTC executives in
August likely signals the end of the final stages of the DOJ investigation - which has long been
an overhang on the stock for the last 4 years. The circumstance began when two executives
falsified profits, inflating the ARTC's stock price. Exposed in 2008, the investigation has been
ongoing, but finally seems to be coming to a close. The statute of limitations forces the end of the
investigation on January 31st 2013, if no tolling agreement is reached. However, the DOJ
outcome is not final, and worst case scenario is an insignificant fine of less than $20 million.
 Take Over Target. Pending the end of the criminal DOJ investigation, ARTC may become an
attractive candidate for acquisition by a larger healthcare company such as Medtronic, J&J, or
Smith & Nephew. Takeover value lies in the synergy created in such a takeover and ArthroCare
holds several patents of value to other companies. The resources of a larger firm could increase
the scalability of ArthroCare’s products. The low EV/EBITDA ratio and lack of debt makes
ARTC enticing to potential buyers.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of ARTC, a 5-year DCF model was employed due to the unpredictability of the
development and adoption of healthcare technology in the industry. A WACC of 9.30% was computed
with a mid-term growth rate of 3%. A conservative terminal growth rate of 2% was used. An intrinsic
value of $39.94 was determined with this method. A relative multiple valuation method was also
employed. Using an EV/EBITDA peer multiple of 8x (versus its own multiple of 6.5x), a value of 34.87
was obtained. Since ARTC competes with companies that vary in size, the peer multiple included
blending the EV/EBITDA of competitors in the small to large cap range. Weighing the two methods, a
price target of $38.94 was reached, resulting in a 36.88% upside.
Risks
 Legal. While consensus on the DOJ investigation is clearer, it is still a potential risk to the firm as
it is not possible to precisely estimate the outcome of the event. Although unlikely, there is
potential for more developments in the investigation to come forth and cause an extension in the
statute of limitations enacted upon ARTC. The new management has been accommodating to the
investigation and has done everything in their power to create the best outcome for the company.
 Competition. Larger Companies with greater resources may be actively seeking to take market
share from ARTC. ARTC is likely to face competition in developed therapies in its Sports
Medicine, ENT, and Spine. If a competitor were able to create a therapy system that would be
significantly better, sales could be negatively affected.
 Regulatory/Reimbursement. New regulatory actions could negatively impact the approval for
new medical devices to come to market. Failure to get approval on such products could delay
product releases and cause unexpected expenses. Reimbursement is a risk as ARTC does not have
a formal reimbursement system for its Spine Wand device in the United States.
Management
David Fitzgerald is the President and CEO of ArthroCare. He has been with the company since 2009 and
is responsible for the firm’s recent success. He has been a Director at the company since 2003 and has 25
years of experience with Pfizer where he was the CEO of Pfizer’s Howmedica division. He holds a
Bachelor of Science degree from American International College and a MBA degree from NYU.
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Ownership

% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

1%
90%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders

Holder

Shares

% Out

Westfield Capital Management

2,121,855

7.65

HealthCor Management, L.P.

1,949,600

7.03

Vanguard Group, Inc.

1,645,033

5.93

BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, N.A.

1,505,869

5.43

Capital Research Global Investors

1,247,400

4.50
Source: Bloomberg
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